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When shopping for greenhouse kits you quickly learn you will usually need to compromise. You want high strength
but give in due to high costs, you want working room but have to go to a larger size than originally wanted, you
want easy installation but that generally requires a starter unit. It’s a give and take greenhouse world.

Well those days could be over with the introduction of the Grandio Ascent Greenhouse. The Grandio offers
durability, working room, ease of assembly and even attractiveness in one low price.

Grandio sent us over the 8x8 Ascent Greenhouse for inspection and assembly. The first thing we noticed was how
the greenhouse came in two easy to carry boxes. When unpacking we were pleasantly surprised to find each piece
individually shrink-wrapped to protect the powder-coated aluminum parts and polycarbonate panels. Too many
times we’ve seen a greenhouse structure scratch or severally damaged during shipping. This was not the case
with the Grandio.
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Next we were very pleased with the easy to read and follow instruction manual. A healthy combination of text and
illustrations to help out with the process. There are also installation instruction videos posted on youtube to help
clarify even more if needed, though this might be overkill due to the ease of assembly. Two people can easily
have the greenhouse assembled in just a few hours. Note that all the tools needed were included with the
greenhouse, another bonus.

Also included with our greenhouse was the base kit which is often an additional cost in some greenhouses (be
sure to check for a base kit when price shopping greenhouse kits.) Grandio includes the base kit in all models.
Foundation pegs give you the option of securing it in cement or attaching it to an existing surface.

As we reached the end of our assembly we were amazed how the included rain gutters slide in and secured all the
6 mm panels in place. Greenhouses are known to have issues keeping roof panels secured during wind storms, but
the Grandio panels are snug and protected. We can’t see these coming out anytime soon. The rain gutters
working like a “lock” that will only let the panels come out again by removing the gutters. It’s an innovative idea
we’re sure others will look to down the road.

Two roof wisndow included that sit flush on the roof and a 42” wide dual door are nice touches too. The dual
doors latch with a double-ball catch and have handles on both sides of both doors. Top and bottom rollers make
the door even more functional. Swing doors can make taking a wheelbarrow or cart in and out of the greenhouse
difficult. So another great idea from Grandio that people will appreciate starting day one of use.



The 8x8 greenhouse has 7’6” of peak headroom which is a good height and not easy to find in a consumer
product. Your back will thank you no matter how many hanging plants you have.

Now back to the durability. Grandio plans ahead by including the support kit with the unit. If strength is an issue
this is another reason to consider a Grandio Greenhouse.

After completion we were very pleased with the look of the Grandio Ascent. Smooth lines and the deep green
powder coat makes it a very attractive greenhouse. The opaque UV coated panels easily clean and are backed by
a 10 year warranty. The entire greenhouse is covered by the same 10 year warranty so you’ll also have piece of
mind with your purchase.

One final praise of the Grandio Ascent and perhaps the biggest - the price. Grandio Greenhouses offer extremely
good value and price their 8x8 Ascent at just $999 and the 8x12 at $1399. For the quality you get and the
included 6mm panels and base kit, they could easily charge $1500 to $2500. Again, be sure to check what
accessories and panels come with other models when you are researching.  So if you thought you couldn’t pay
less and get more, looks like this time you are wrong. Great job Grandio!



  GREENHOUSE SPECIFICATIONS  GREENHOUSE SPECIFICATIONS   
Brand:Brand: Grandio
Model:Model: Ascent
Sizes:Sizes: 8x8,8x12
Expandable:Expandable: No - (we have word that extensions will soon be available)
Frame:Frame: Aluminum
Panels:Panels: 6mm Twin Wall Polycarbonate
Warranty:Warranty: 10 Years Panels - Lifetime Frame
Shipping Method:Shipping Method: Depends on Location/Size
Quality of Construction:Quality of Construction: 9 of 10
Snow/Wind Resistance:Snow/Wind Resistance: 10 of 10
Colors Available:Colors Available: Green
Assembly:Assembly: Easy

FEATURES AT A GLANCEFEATURES AT A GLANCE

• Heavy Duty Powder-Coated Aluminum Frame
• Powder-coated steel base included
• All Stainless steel nuts and bolts
• 6mm Twin-Wall Polycarbonate Panels - highest quality UV coated panels from German manufacturer
• Built-In rain gutters
• Bind-resistant sliding double-doors - plenty of room for wheelbarrow access (42" wide)
• Easy-latch doors with double-ball catch 
• 2 roof vents with adjustable manual openers/latches
• 7'6" tall at peak for plenty of headroom to work without crouching
• Available automatic roof vent openers
• Heavy-duty roof and eaves supports for heavy snowloads
• Cross-roof truss and cross corner bracing for high wind resistance
• Polycarbonate panels are framed on all sides (some greenhouses have the panels held in place with plastic

pieces instead of being locked in place by the frame like in the Grandio)
• Gap-free design with virtually no air leaks
• All Tools included (wrench, screwdriver, etc)
• Cementable corner anchors for high wind resistance / stability
• 10 Year Warranty

  WHERE TO BUY GRANDIO  WHERE TO BUY GRANDIO
GREENHOUSESGREENHOUSES PRICEPRICE READ MOREREAD MORE

Starts at $999.00 See Grandio Greenhouses at EpicGreenhouses.com
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Starts at $999.00 See Grandio Greenhouses at EpicGreenhouses.com

Starts at $999.00 See Grandio Greenhouses at GreenhouseOutlet.com

Starts at $999.00 See Grandio Greenhouses at GrandioGreenhouses.com

Starts at $1099.00
(CA$) See Grandio Greenhouses at CanadaGreenhouses.com
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